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storm in a spend-cut 
the reality behind ‘cuts’ in public spending 

“Thrice is he armed that hath his quarrel just, 
And four times he who gets his fist in fust” 

Josh Billings
1
 

� Friends and foes of the coalition government alike are braced for “swingeing” cuts 

in public spending which are expected to be announced on 20th October. But might the 

event prove to be “apocalypse not now”? 

� In the emergency budget, the chancellor plotted a course to fiscal sustainability 

which involves reducing outlays from 47% to 40% of GDP. This actually constitutes a 

relatively modest reduction in real-terms spending, especially when spread over five 

years.  

� Because underlying cost rises exceed general inflation, it will feel worse than this. 

But the reality is that spending cuts will simply reverse a pretty small proportion of the 

reckless expenditure growth of the last decade. 

 

Seldom have the British media been so unanimous about the issue which heads the news agenda – 

the looming Comprehensive Spending Review (CSR), when George Osborne is expected to “axe” 

government spending. But might friends, foes and observers alike be making too much of this? 

Might government shrewdly have been painting the coming storm in the darkest colours, so that 

there will be an underwhelming sense of relief when the expected cloud-burst turns out to be just a 

heavy shower rather than a deluge of biblical proportions? 

The anatomy of a crisis 

It is impossible to understand the spending issue without a thorough grasp of its context, so here’s a 

brief recap. Following Labour’s re-election in 2001, public spending increased at a rate wholly 

unprecedented in peace-time. In 1999-2000, government spent £343bn. Had this simply risen in line 

with inflation2 it would have reached £437bn by 2009-10. But the out-turn in that year was £669bn, 

meaning that spending had increased, in real terms, by a whopping 53% in just eight years. 

Essentially, there were two reasons why Labour did this. First, they made the cardinal mistake of 

believing their own rhetoric, most notably when then-chancellor Gordon Brown announced the end of 

“boom and bust”. Britain, ministers believed, had found the nirvana of inflation-free growth. But this 

growth was illusory, consisting of an inflating bubble rather than an increase in real output. With 

regulation too lax and interest rates too low, house prices soared, boosting a gamut of housing-

related trades.  

                                                 
1
 Josh Billings: His Sayings  (1865) 

2
 The broad-basis GDP deflator is used in this calculation 
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Fig. 1: Correction, not catastrophe - the UK public spending outlook * 

UK public spending, real and nominal, 1999-2000 to 2015-16
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*Source: Tullett Prebon calculations based on data from H.M. Treasury 

 

 

Rising property prices also inflated consumer spending, driven by borrowings which seemed 

comfortable when compared with rising home equity. If an illusory boom was one factor driving public 

spending to unsustainable levels, Labour’s moral absolutism and belief in an ever-more-

encompassing state was the other. 

By mid-2010, sovereign debt was in the eye of a global storm, with Britain amongst the most 

exposed economies. Whilst reported sovereign debt was comparatively low in relation to GDP, the 

rate of escalation was frightening. In the space of just two years, government had borrowed the 

equivalent of 18% of current GDP, and had augmented this by a further 14% of GDP through 

quantitative easing (QE), the contemporary euphemism for the printing of money. Though arguably 

essential in the short term, as a longer-term prescription this would be the economics of the mad-

house. Something had to change. 

Worse still, most of the inherited deficit is structural, and will not reverse through the “automatic 

stabilisers” when or if growth returns. The logic of automatic stabilisers assumes that employment 

rises and tax receipts rebound as the economy returns to pre-recessionary conditions. But the pre-

recessionary status quo ante in Britain’s case was a debt-fuelled bubble – and, unless that 

unsustainable status returns, it has always been implausible that employment and the tax take would 

return to pre-2008 levels. 
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Fig. 2: A less than terrifying correction* 

£bn 09-10 10-11 11-12 12-13 13-14 14-15 15-16 

Nominal spending:        

Protected departments £125 £130 £132 £135 £138 £140 £143 

Interest expense £31 £44 £47 £52 £58 £63 £67 

Total non-discretionary £156 £174 £179 £187 £195 £203 £210 

All other £514 £523 £522 £524 £526 £534 £547 

Total expenditure £669 £697 £700 £711 £722 £737 £757 

At 2009-10 values:        

Total protected £159 £174 £175 £180 £184 £188 £190 

All other £526 £523 £512 £504 £496 £494 £496 

Total expenditure £686 £697 £687 £684 £681 £682 £686 

As % GDP 47.5% 47.3% 45.5% 43.9% 42.2% 40.9% 39.8% 
        

*Source: Tullett Prebon calculations based on data from H.M. Treasury and Office for Budget Responsibility 

 

 

Where does it hurt? 

At this juncture, one point needs to be borne very firmly in mind, which is that there is no such thing 

as a pain-free recession. For much of the last two years, most Britons could be forgiven for 

believing otherwise. After all, if you have kept your job (and most people have), and if you have a 

mortgage (again, typically the case), then the slashing of interest rates has actually left you feeling 

better off. But this comfort has been provided, as we have seen, by the injection of 32% of GDP 

through deficits and QE. At some point, the recession’s pain-bill had to turn up. Now, it has. 

So the task facing the coalition government is really one of pain-allocation. Essentially, four different 

policy options exist, each of which has its own unpleasant consequences: 

1. Continued borrowing would avoid the pain of tax hikes or spending cuts, but at the near-certain 

price of much higher interest rates. 

2. Further QE would result, as soon as monetary velocity recovers, in a surge in inflation. 

3. Huge tax hikes could seriously impact economic competitiveness. 

4. Public spending cuts will undoubtedly hurt, and will impair potential growth, but still appear the 

least-bad option. 

Needless to say, this course of action is unpopular with many vested interests. Labour will oppose it, 

and union leaders are pledged to stop it by any means necessary. (We must have missed the 

constitutional change which transferred power from the elected government to the public sector 

unions). Senior taxpayer employees will no doubt warn us about the dire consequences of reducing 

their fiefdoms. Should we believe the shroud-wavers, and do these cuts really portend Armageddon?  
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Fig. 3: Turning back the years? Reversing the spending boom* 

UK public spending at constant values
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*Source: Tullett Prebon calculations based on data from H.M. Treasury 

 

 

 

 

The answer to that question is no, and here’s why. Public spending has expanded massively over 

the last decade – expressed at current values, outlays were £235bn (53%) higher last year than in 

1999-2000. Let’s put this another way. If Mr Osborne were to “slash” spending by £87bn, all that 

he would be doing would be returning spending to the real level of 2006-07, when public 

services were not exactly strapped for cash (see fig. 3). 

A spending binge of the magnitude witnessed since 2000 has necessarily been hugely wasteful. 

Combine this pace of expansion with moral absolutism and statist leanings and you have the recipe 

for a public sector which, at the top, is over-administered, wasteful, entrenched and arrogant. So 

what if a hugely expensive IT system gets six million taxpayers’ liabilities wrong? There’s “nothing to 

apologise for”. Right. 

This attitude needs to change, and government has great scope to bear down on wasteful 

administration and excessive senior salaries. For example, and when considering whether to cut the 

Army, the Royal Navy or the RAF, the defence secretary might instead wonder why the Ministry of 

Defence, with 113,000 soldiers and a small Navy, actually needs more than 80,000 civil servants, 

and spends a reported 20% of its budget on administration. And so on.  
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Fig. 4: A modest ambition? Correcting the spending binge* 

UK public spending at constant values
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*Source: Tullett Prebon calculations based on data from H.M. Treasury 

 

The road to responsibility 

The key points, then, are (a) that ‘slashing’ public spending would only turn the spending clock 

back by at most four years, and (b) that there are undoubtedly huge efficiency savings to be 

made in Britain’s top-heavy administrative superstructure.  

There’s a third point here, which is timing. According to the OBR3, CPI inflation is likely to average 

2% annually over the coming five years. Let’s look at how that affects the government’s aim of saving 

about £80bn from a public spending pot which currently stands at about £697bn. Inflating that 

number by 2% annually for five years would take spending to £770bn, so simply freezing it (in 

nominal terms) would mean “saving” £73bn by 2015-16.  

Clearly, there are parts of the pot that cannot be frozen. For a start, government is pledged to at least 

maintain NHS spending (of £120bn) in real terms, and international aid outlays, too, are protected. 

Another non-discretionary area is interest expense, which is set to rise from £44bn this year to £67bn 

by 2015-16. Together, these non-discretionary spending categories account for 25% of current-year 

outlays. Even so, simply freezing the rest would “save” £55bn over five years. 

Though the detail will not be known until the CSR, the government’s general line of approach was set 

out in the emergency budget. Specifically, spending will fall from 47% of GDP today to 40% by the 

end of the forecast period. Applying this to the OBR macroeconomic projection indicates outlays of 

£757bn in 2014-15, which is a higher figure than is projected for this year (see fig. 2). When assumed 

inflation is taken into account, as of course it must be, outlays in 2015-16 (£686bn at today’s value) 

are barely lower than the projected out-turn for this year (£697bn). 

                                                 
3
 The Office for Budget Responsibility   
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There are, of course, two flies in this seemingly-modest ointment. The first fly is the 25% of spending 

which is ring-fenced. The total of “non-discretionary” spending stands at £174bn this year, which 

rising interest expense will push up to a real-terms £190bn over five years. This means that 

aggregate non-discretionary outlays need to fall by a real-terms £27bn (5%), which doesn’t sound too 

bad. 

The second fly in the planning ointment is inflation, projected at about 2% annually through the 

forecast period. But some costs rise much more rapidly than this. Health inflation, for example, is a 

great deal higher than CPI, and so is defence inflation. The same applies to many other spending 

categories, so much so that the investor is entitled to wonder, as we do, if “inflation exceeds 

[reported] inflation”. What this means is that the spending out-turn is likely to feel a lot worse than the 

raw numbers imply.          

Even so, the fact remains that spending plans outlined in the budget will reduce real-terms outlays 

from a projected £697bn this year to £686bn in 2015-16 – which is actually more than was spent in 

2009.   

Unprotected spending categories will fall, in real terms, from £523bn this year to £496bn by 2015-16. 

This is a bit more than a shower, but a lot less than a hurricane.        

 

 

 

 

Dr Tim Morgan 

GLOBAL HEAD OF RESEARCH 

 

 

Disclaimer 

The information in this communication is provided for informational and demonstrational purposes 

only and neither is it intended as an offer or solicitation with respect to the purchase or sale of any 

security nor should it serve as the basis for any investment decisions. In the UK, this material is 

intended for use only by persons who have professional experience in matters relating to 

investments falling within Articles 19(5) and 49(2)(a) to (d) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 

2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005 (as amended), or to persons to whom it can be otherwise 

lawfully distributed.  

Any reference to ‘Tullett Prebon’ refers to Tullett Prebon plc and/or its subsidiaries and affiliated 

companies as applicable. 

Neither Tullett Prebon plc, nor any of its subsidiaries (collectively, “Contributors”) guarantees the 

accuracy or completeness of the information or any analysis based thereon. Neither Tullett Prebon 

plc nor Contributors make any warranties, express or implied, with respect to the information 

(including without limitation any warranties of merchantability or fitness for particular purposes) and 

neither Tullett Prebon plc, nor Contributors shall in any circumstances be liable for economic loss or 

any indirect, or consequential loss or damages including without limitation, loss of business or profits 
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arising from the use of, any inability to use, or any in accuracy in the information. Any external 

websites referred to are outside the control of Tullett Prebon. Tullett Prebon is not responsible for the 

content of external websites. 

Tullett Prebon provides a wholesale broking service only. It does not provide services to private 

clients. Tullett Prebon (Securities) Limited and Tullett Prebon (Europe) Limited are authorised and 

regulated by the Financial Services Authority (“FSA”). 

This publication is produced and distributed in accordance with ‘COB 12.2 – Investment Research’ of 

the FSA Handbook. Recipients should note that all such publications are objective and impartial in 

their content unless clearly notified otherwise. The author(s) act in accordance with Tullett Prebon’s 

‘Conflict Management Policy’, full details of which can be viewed on our website at 

www.tullettprebon.com.  
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